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Sustainable Tourism & ESG Platform



Despite the pandemic, Jeju attracted 
more visitors, and KAPLIX made 
greater strides.
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However, Jeju is going 
through as much pain. 

Waste

Unplanned Urban 
Development

Transportation



Our survival depends on 
the environment of Jeju



So, in 2021, KAPLIX mulled over 
mutual cooperation that would 
make Jeju a better place.



‘For a Better Jeju’

In 2021, JEJUPASS, besides the environment, gave a lot of 
thought to every kind of social activity and engaged in solving 

social issues.

This is how the ‘MAKE JEJU BETTER’ project started, and
since then, JEJUPASS has become a campaign platform that 

contributes to the environment of Jeju and solving social 
issues by collaborating with various organizations.

MAKE JEJU BETTER 



‘MAKE JEJU BETTER’ is the first ESG platform in the domestic tourism industry created 
by JEJUPASS for sustainable tourism.

Local and International Institutions

Running a campaign targeting 
residents and tourists for 

sustainable Jeju

Startups / Organizations
Developing a regional win-win 

business model for a better Jeju

Tourists
Practicing GOOD travel for Jeju 

by taking the pledge, MAKE JEJU 
BETTER 

Jeju Residents
Fostering civic consciousness by 

participating in both online & 
offline ‘MAKE JEJU BETTER’ 

campaign

Green Ambassador
Taking the pledge and 

participating in the campaign

MAKE
JEJU 
BETTER



The first ESG donation platform in the tourism industry

〮 ‘MAKEJEJUBETTER’donation campaign targeting nonprofitorganizations in Jeju.
〮1% of the total purchase is awarded as donation points which can be used for donation campaigns for 
Jeju.

MAKE JEJU BETTER



〮Donation amount exceeded 10 million won within just 3 months. 
〮Successfully ran 2 fundraising campaigns.

MAKE JEJU BETTER



Green Ambassador

Pledge Membership for Those Who Treasure Jeju
〮Becomea Green Ambassador, you will earn an accumulation benefit up to 5% and other various benefits.
〮1% of the total purchase is awarded as donation points. 
〮12,000 have signed to practice GOOD travel.



Beyond Donation, 
Experiencing 

Sustainable Travel



Abandoned House Renovation 
Project by Dazayo X JEJUPASS
A regeneration project turning vacant houses into accommodations that fit the characteristics of 
Jeju.
As part of the ‘MAKE JEJU BETTER‘ project, 1.5% of the sales are donated for village development. 



Video clip of HacheonBaram(Wind) House



Video clip of HacheonBaram(Wind) House



Pilates Plogging

It is a trip consisting of learning Pilates and tea ceremony at the beautiful seashore of Jeju, and 
plogging to clean up the shore. 

Video to be inserted



Jeju 5-day Market Cooking Salon

Low-carbon travel experiences where you can shop for locally sourced ingredients and enjoy 
cooking specialties with Jeju residents at the traditional market.

Video to be inserted



Traveling Jeju Wholeheartedly
.

Travel that cherishes Jeju, not consumes,

A Journey to discover the essence of Jeju,

JEJUPASS care for Jeju wholeheartedly.




